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Summary:
The U.S. Embassy in Seoul announces that "a more explicit course" is needed to effectively counter South Korea's nuclear ambitions.
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1. WHILE EMBASSY IN BASIC AGREEMENT WITH DEPARTMENT'S SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF SIGNIFICANCE OF ROK PLANS TO DEVELOP NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND MISSILES AND WITH THE PROPOSALS OUTLINED IN REFTEL, WE BELIEVE A MORE EXPLICIT COURSE VIS-A-VIS ROKS WILL EVENTUALLY BE CALLED FOR.

2. TIME ROKS WILL REQUIRE TO DEVELOP A NUCLEAR WEAPON COULD BE WELL LESS THAN TEN YEARS IN OUR JUDGMENT AND IN ANY EVENT WE WOULD BE PRUDENT TO ACT ON THIS BASIS EVEN IF TEN YEAR PROJECTION IS CLOSER TO MARK. ROK LEADERSHIP ACCORDING TO BEST EVIDENCE WE HAVE HAS PLACED HIGH PRIORITY ON WEAPONS DEVELOPMENT AND IS LOOKING FOR RESULTS BY EARLY EIGHTIES. THIS IS FEASIBLE WE THINK GIVEN ROK'S NOTABLY HARD DRIVING NATURE, HIGH LEVEL OF TECHNICAL SKILLS THEY ALREADY HAVE AND MAY BE ABLE TO RECRUIT AMONG EXPATRIATE KOREANS OVERSEAS, AND STRUNG IMPETUS FROM THE TOP.
3. We also believe we should not underestimate ROK ability to obtain equipment and technology requirements for weapon development from third countries. In event we turn them down, we doubt political and economic costs involved will deter ROKs very much, while ROK purchases from third countries could lessen our ability to control ROKs. This simply behooves us all the more to do what we can to strengthen safeguard requirements imposed by other countries and using judicious transfer of US technology as wedge top control ROK efforts.

4. Finally, we believe that in working out details of our approach to ROKs there is no need to pussy-foot. ROKs are serious, tough customers bent in this case on a potentially harmful cause. Fact they have moved as quickly as they have recently toward ratification of NPT and to accommodating Canadians and French re safeguards is very probably because they already have word we are on to them, but it is no indication they are giving up. To the contrary it appears to indicate they will be as hypocritical as necessary, given implications of their plans, their tough mentality, plus depth our concern on this issue, we believe that direct, early, and firm approach will be most appropriate and will have best chance of success.

5. If and when a more explicit approach appears necessary, a scenario can be constructed giving background for Embassy De-Marche, Sneider